ABOUT SPALTED MAPLE

The hand-made nature of custom furnishings by J. Robert Scott, showcase our one-of-a-kind veneer finishes. We
select exotic veneers that are sourced from all over the world each variety is carefully chosen for pattern, orientation,
and quality. As a natural component, every strip of spalted maple includes black veins or lines against the
background. The term “spalting”, that coloration in the grain is caused by fungi in a live tree, which will eventually
lead to its decay and likely death when nature is left to its devices. While maple isn't the only wood that will spalt,
it's one of several pale hardwoods that are prone to it (birch and beech being two others).
When you select a spalted maple veneer for your furniture, you recognize that the artistry of custom cabinetmaking
gives you the opportunity to specify how the veneers will be placed. Among the options you may want is
“bookmatching” (in which every other leaf of veneer is turned over, or opened like the page of a book), or “slip
matched” (in which the veneers is laid side by side without turning). Color variations in wood veneer are entirely
natural, and not seen as a defect in any way.
The patterns and the character of the wood grain can be quite dramatic, or quite subtle. The style of the furniture
and your design goals will inspire your one-of-a-kind creation. We encourage you to discuss the options with the
sales team to ensure that you are completely happy with your purchase.
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